ESCUELA SUPERIOR POLITÉCNICA DEL LITORAL
Curso DESARROLLO SOSTENIBLE DEL TURISMO
Evaluación: Final exam DST PAO II 2021
Pregunta - (2.0 punto(s))
The Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) establishes and manages global standards for sustainable
travel and tourism, known as the GSTC Criteria

Verdadero
Falso
Pregunta - (1.0 punto(s))
The GSTC Criteria are arranged in four pillars

Verdadero
Falso
Pregunta - (3.0 punto(s))
The concept of sustainable development is based on, [respuesta1], [respuesta2] and [respuesta3]

Pregunta - (4.0 punto(s))
The concept of development is related to the idea of the [respuesta1] that is presented as a [respuesta2] for
the human collective.

Pregunta - (3.0 punto(s))
the Triple bottom line concept, which implies the balance between three pillars of sustainability:

[respuesta1] sustainability
[respuesta2] sustainability
[respuesta3] sustainability
Pregunta - (1.0 punto(s))
Indicators are information sets which are formally selected to be used on a regular basis to measure changes
that are of importance for tourism development and management

Verdadero
Falso
Pregunta - (8.0 punto(s))
Select the steps from phase two: Indicators development

Pregunta - (10.0 punto(s))
Write a paragraph (10 lines) explaining in your OWN WORDS, why tourism must be sustainable. Use the
information given in classes

Pregunta - (1.0 punto(s))

To which Development theories belongs the following concept: It is possible for all countries to progress
economically on the model of the more industrialized countries.

Pregunta - (2.0 punto(s))
On 25 September 2015, the United Nations General Assembly approved the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and with it the Sustainable Development Goals, a framework comprising [respuesta1] goals
and [respuesta2] targets, through which States, civil society, and private sector can guide and measure their
contributions to sustainable development towards 2030.

Pregunta - (1.0 punto(s))
Explain why tourism has the potential to contribute, directly or indirectly to all of the SDGs.

Pregunta - (1.0 punto(s))
GSTC does not directly certify any products or services; but provides an accreditation program through its
partner ASI/Assurance Services International to accredit Certification Bodies.

Verdadero
Falso
Pregunta - (3.0 punto(s))
About Ibuku:
What´s the meaning of IBUKU?
How many types of bamboo is used in Ibuku?
How is related Ibuku to sustainable tourism? Explain in your own words

Pregunta - (10.0 punto(s))
Based on the knowledge addressed in class about the SDGs, you are asked to generate an identification of
findings (compliance and non-compliance) of the same on Santay Island, remember to use critical thinking
and technically substantiate your answers

